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Abstract

Two schools of thought exist in terms of handling mobility in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs).

One is the traditional connection-based model, which views node mobility as undesirable and tries

to either remove (through recovery schemes) or mask (through tolerant schemes) the effect of mo-

bility. The other is the mobility-assisted model, which considers mobility as a desirable feature,

where routing is based on the store-carry-forward paradigm with random or controlled movement

of mobile nodes (called ferries). It is well known that mobility increases the capacity of MANETs

by reducing the number of relays in routing. Surprisingly, only two models, diameter-hop-count

in the connection-based model and constant-hop-count in the mobility-assisted model, which cor-

respond to two extremes of the spectrum, have been systematically studied. In this paper, we

propose a new routing model that deals with message routing as well as trajectory planning of the

ferries that carry the message. A logarithmic number of relays is enforced to achieve a good bal-

ance among several contradictory goals, including increasing network capacity, increasing ferry

sharing, and reducing moving distance. The model considers the dynamic control of ferries in

terms of the number of ferries, trajectory planning of ferries, and node communication and syn-

chronization. The effectiveness of the proposed model is evaluated analytically as well as through

simulation.
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1 Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are characterized by their node mobility and lack of infrastruc-

ture. The routing process in MANETs, one of the most important functions at the network layer,

has been extensively studied in recent years. However, mobility management in MANETs is still

relatively under-studied. The main issue centers aroundwhether mobility should be treated as a foe

(undesirable) or a friend (desirable).

The traditionalconnection-based modelused in MANETs, including the existing protocols (DSR,

AODV, and ZRP), is built on the premise that the underlying network is connected and views node

mobility as undesirable. In this model, the source and destination are connected through a path in

a connected graph representing the network. However, mobility is treated as a side issue through a

simple recovery scheme. For example, a route disruption caused by node movement is dealt with

either route rediscovery or a local fix in a typical reactive approach. More recently, mobility has been

identified as a serious threat to the traditional model [1]. The threat is mainly caused by asynchronous

sampling of Hello messages and various protocol delays that result in an inconsistent global state.

Severaltolerant schemeshave been proposed [1, 2] as the first attempt to mask the effect of node

movement and to construct a consistent global state for various applications.

Grossglauser and Tse [3] showed that mobility increases the capacity of MANETs by restricting

the number of relays to a constant as opposed toO( 1
log n

) [4] capacity in the connection-based model,

wheren is the number of nodes. Inspired by this result,movement-assisted routingtries to exploit

node movement for the routing process. In the store-carry-forward paradigm, a mobile node (called

ferry [5]) first stores the routing message from the source, carries it while in motion, and then forwards

it to an intermediate node or the destination. This model supports routing in an unconnected graph

by virtual connectivity through node movement. Movement-assisted models can be classified based

on random (uncontrolled) movement, such as epidemic routing [6] and controlled movement, such as

message ferrying [5, 7]. In controlled movement, various design issues exist, including the number of

ferries, trajectory planning of ferries, and node communication and synchronization.

Although extensive work has been conducted on both models, relatively little work has been done

on controlling the number of relays, or the average hop count, in a routing process. In the traditional

connection-based model, the average hop count grows with the spatial diameter of the network (sim-

ply called diameter-hop-count), that is,O(
√

n). At the other extreme of the spectrum, most controlled
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Figure 1: Comparison of three different routing schemes in terms of average hop counts.

movement-assisted schemes use a constant number of relays (simply called constant-hop-count); how-

ever, these schemes incur long moving distance (and delay) in message forwarding. Most random

movement-assisted schemes do not control the hop count to ensure delivery. Although hop count can

be shortened through replication (since the message is likely to reach the destination quicker), this

approach is limited by the memory capacity of the ferry.

In this paper, we focus on the controlled movement-assisted model and propose a new model that

avoids these two extremes in terms of hop count. A moderate constraintlog m is given in anm ×m

square area, and the corresponding method is called logarithmic-hop-count (see Figure 1)1. This

constraint is enforced by a hierarchical structure of trajectory for ferries. In a nutshell, we consider

a new routing process in a likely-unconnected MANET by considering message routing as well as

trajectory planning of ferries that carry the message. Nodes are stationary unless they are instructed to

move (and become ferries) for message deliveries. For each routing, the number of relays is bounded

by log m while the expected total moving distance of ferries for each communication is bounded by

O(log m
d
) factor of the physical distanced between the source and destination. Also, by enforcing

a waiting time at eachrendezvous point(i.e., the place where a message forwarding occurs), each

ferry can potentially carry multiple messages, and thereby reduce the total number of ferries. Using

replications increases the number of relays in the worst case.

The proposed scheme resembles several existing movement-assisted schemes, including message

ferrying with multiple ferries [7], with several key differences: (1)Different objectives. While most

1When the network is sufficiently dense,m = O(
√

n), andlog m = O(log n).
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existing movement-assisted schemes have competitive results on hop count, other metrics fare poorly,

especially average delay. Our approach can achieve an average boundO(log m
d
) on moving distance

with respect to the physical distance between the source and destination with logarithmic-hop-count.

As a byproduct, our approach automatically redistributes nodes to “hot” regions with high traffic

volume, thus achieves dynamic load balancing and improves the overall performance. (2)New tech-

nical issues. We address several new issues in a system where the role of each node (ferry or not) is

dynamically determined based on the network configuration. These issues include on-demand ferry

solicitation, dynamic trajectory planning of ferries, rendezvous point placement, and adaptive ferry

migration and load balancing. The main contributions of this paper are the following:

1. We advocate the importance of message routing as well as trajectory planning of ferries that

carry the message in a routing protocol and study the following three issues:

• Propose a logarithmic store-carry-forward scheme through a hierarchical structure of tra-

jectory for ferries that controls the number of relays.

• Offer dynamic trajectory planning based on the network dynamic using either proactive

or reactive methods of maintaining ferry movement.

• Design for the final location of each ferry to balance node distribution in the sparse mode.

2. We conduct comprehensive performance evaluation by giving analytical results on various met-

rics and conducting extensive simulation to compare the proposed scheme against the traditional

and movement-assisted models in terms of network capacity (related to hop counts), moving

distance, and delay.

The following assumptions are used in this paper: (1) The nodes are distributed in a givenm×m

square area partitioned into a mesh of1 × 1 unit grids. The transmission range is set in such a way

that any two nodes in a unit grid can communicate with each other. Each grid is associated with a

geographical address. The communication is grid to grid. (2) Each node (including the source) knows

its (grid) location and the (grid) location of the destination. This can be achieved through GPS or

non-GPS localization methods [8]. In particular, when the communication is node to node, that is,

the destination refers to a particular node (rather than a geographical location), some form of location

management will be used, such as home region [9], to track the nodes. (3) Nodes in the systems are

mobile (with either random or controlled movement). These nodes, called ferries, can be instructed to

move for delivering a message. The ferry moves with constant velocityv. Message exchange between
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two nodes within each other’s transmission range can be done instantly. In real application, only a

subset of deployed nodes need to be mobile and controllable in terms of their movement.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on mobility

control in MANETs, with a focus on movement-assisted routing. Section 3 proposes logarithmic

store-carry-forward routing (SCFR), in both dense and sparse modes of MANETs. Analytical results

of various performance metrics are presented in Section 4. Some extensions to the basic scheme are

presented in Section 5. Section 6 provides comprehensive simulation comparisons among different

routing schemes, and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Extensive work has been done on designing routing protocols in MANETs [10, 11]. These rout-

ing protocols are all based on the assumption that the network is connected. In reality, the network

could be highly-partitioned due to the low density of the network and also the movement of nodes.

These networks are known as delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) [12], and also disruption-tolerant net-

works [13]. Several models [14, 15] have been proposed to abstract DTNs in a graph model by

incorporating time. More recently, a complete architecture to support various protocols in DTNs was

designed [16]. DTNs include some other networks, such as the underwater acoustic networks [17]

and vehicle networks [18] with a set of random vehicles moving along a set of tracks.

The existing movement-assisted routing methods in DTNs can be classified into two categories ac-

cording to the mobility control. The first category exploits the mobility of nodes to transmit messages,

but does not change their original random movement. The second category is controlled movement,

where nodes may change their original trajectory to deliver messages.

Epidemic routing [6] is the typical random movement scheme. It is a flooding-based algorithm,

where nodes are all mobile and have infinite buffers. When a node has a message to send, it propagates

the message to all nodes it meets, which continue to propagate the message. Eventually the data is

delivered to the destination with a high probability in a bounded amount of time. In [19], the epidemic

routing method is extended by considering finite buffers. Therefore, a drop strategy is developed by

exploiting node mobility statistics. Animal tracking networks such as SWIN [20] and ZebraNet [21]

also use random node mobility and flooding-based relaying.
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Message ferrying (MF) [5, 7] is one of the most important methods using controlled node move-

ment. In MF, some ferries, which are nodes that have completely predictable routes through the

geographic areas, are employed for message delivery. Nodes route messages end-to-end using the

ferries. Ferries move around according to the known routes, typically a Hamiltonian circuit. Multi-

ple ferries could be deployed in a set of subregions through partitioning, which leads to several MF

extensions with no ferry interaction, mobile node (ferry) relaying, or static node relaying. The idea

of using ferries has been applied in several rural connectivity projects for providing Internet access to

remote areas [22, 23].

Limited work has been done using loosely controlled or a hybrid of random and controlled models.

The work in [24] recruits mobile hosts as intermediate nodes that actively modify their trajectories to

transmit messages. It aims at minimizing the modification of trajectories while getting the message

across as fast as possible. The work in [25] focuses on the adjustment of node distribution on a fixed

route for efficient message delivery. However, most existing work on trajectory control is limited

to dealing with energy saving. MV (meetings and visits) routing [26] is the only existing work that

actively recruits mobile nodes to help relay, whose trajectory is controlled on demand to meet a certain

criterion, but global route sharing is not considered.

There could be other classifications, such as message control, which deals with how a routing mes-

sage is handled during the routing process, including the copy method (single copy [27, 28], multiple

copies [29], flooding [6]), the number of relays, and memory capacity, and collective communication,

whether the message delivery is unicast, anycast, multicast, or broadcast. Also the connection-based

and movement-assisted based models could be combined to provide high performance data delivery

in some specific systems [18].

3 The Logarithmic Store-Carry-Forward Routing

In this section, the basic idea of the proposed logarithmic store-carry-forward routing (SCFR) method

will be introduced first, followed by detailed design for both dense and sparse modes of MANETs.
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Figure 2: (a) Movement of ferries in a24× 24 mesh. Illustration of “eye” squares of (b) a2× 2 mesh,

(c) a4× 4 mesh, (d) a2k × 2k mesh and the optimal TCD when the source is an eye (Ek(0)).

3.1 Basic ideas

SCFR consists of four parts: (1) Design of trajectory and rendezvous points for ferry. (2) Movement

scheduling of both ferry and message. (3) Dynamic role change of node, including on-demand ferry

solicitation. (4) Node redistribution through ferry movement.

We propose hierarchical trajectories for ferries. Each ferry follows a trajectory that covers a certain

region, which includes subregions covered by ferries at lower levels in the hierarchy. Rendezvous

points are transfer stations located on the crossing of two trajectories of different levels. The ferry of

one level will carry the message to the rendezvous point that is the closest to its destination and drop

it there. The ferry of the other level will pick up the message there and deliver it to its next relay. To

facilitate the routing process, we also need to translate the geographical location address to one that

better reflects the subregion address in the hierarchy.

The movement scheduling of ferry and message in the hierarchical model is similar to a public

transportation system. The interstate railway carries passengers to every state with the state capital

as the station, and another intrastate railway delivers passengers to every city (including the state

capital) in the state. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the general hierarchical trajectory structure in a24 × 24

mesh. Ferries at the highest level, level 4, circle the largest square,ABCD, with each corner being

the rendezvous point, while ferries at level 3 circleAEFG. Figure 2 (a) also shows level 2 and level

1 ferry trajectories that go through rendezvous pointA.
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At each rendezvous point, a node, called thekeeper, is selected as the storage station. A keeper

may serve as a storage station for several levels, as nodeA does for four levels in Figure 2 (a). One

or more nodes in each grid are solicited on-demand as ferries and circle the trajectory loop to visit

four keepers in the loop one by one. All other nodes that are neither keepers nor ferries can simply be

calledordinary nodes. The roles of ferry and keeper can be changed, together with ordinary nodes.

SCFR can operate in two modes:denseor sparse. The dense mode corresponds to networks

with sufficient nodes in each grid for keeper selection and ferry solicitation. In the sparse mode, a

ferry may not find a keeper in a rendezvous point, and a keeper may not find a candidate for ferry

solicitation. In these cases, the ferry and keeper have to change their roles and pick up the work of

the missing keeper and ferry. In a network with unbalanced node distribution, such role changes also

cause node migration and improve system-wide load balance. For example, in Figure 2 (a), a ferry

of level 2 can be changed to the one for level 4 at gridA to deliver messages fromS to D. We can

view the trajectory of a ferry in the dense mode as a trajectory of a public bus that is fixed, and the

trajectory of a ferry in the sparse mode as a trajectory of a car-pool taxi that is determined on demand

by customers.

3.2 Hierarchical trajectory

In the proposed hierarchical trajectory for ferries, each trajectory is a square-loop with four corners

(rendezvous points). Once the locations of four rendezvous points (calledeyes[30]) are defined, the

trajectory of the corresponding level is formed. Basically, the given2k × 2k 2-D mesh is partitioned

into four subregions repeatedlyk times, andk levels of eyes are generated from the highest levelk to

the lowest level1.

Definition 1 All four nodes in a2 × 2 mesh are eyes of level1, E1(j), j = 0, 1, 2, 3. A 2i × 2i mesh

is partitioned into four2i−1× 2i−1 submeshes, each of which has four eyes,Ei−1(j). Eyes,Ei(j), are

selected from sixteenEi−1(j)s, specifically, eyesEi(j) are the fourEi−1(j)s that are the closest to the

center of the2i × 2i mesh (see Figure 2 (b), (c), and (d)).

Define the square, formed by the four eyes (Ei(0), Ei(1), Ei(2), Ei(3)) at leveli (1 ≤ i ≤ k) as

its four corners, to be the eye-square of the2i× 2i submesh. Denoteai as the length of the side of this
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Figure 3: Illustration of grid addresses. (a) The coordinate addressing, (b) the special quaternary

addressing, and (c) the quaternary tree.

eye-square. As shown in [30], when there arek levels,2ak + 2ak−1 = 2k. For example, fork = 5,

a1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 = 3, a4 = 5, anda5 = 11. In general, we haveai = 1
3
[2i − (−1)i].

The eye theory [30] was originally proposed to achieve an optimal total communication distance

algorithm for a time-optimal broadcast in a wormhole-routed 2-D mesh without traffic contention.

Suppose a total communication distance (TCD) is the summation of all the distances a broadcast

message traverses during the process, with the highest level eye being the source, a minimum TCD

among TCDs for all the possible source nodes is guaranteed [30]. Figure 2 (d) shows a minimum

TCD broadcast algorithm that starts at a highest level eye. The process starts from the highest level

k to the lowest level1. A total of 2k steps are needed with 2 steps in each level. If we view many

pairs of unicasts which could share ferries as broadcasts, and set the trajectory of each ferry to be the

loop formed by the four eye positions of a certain level, our problem can be approximated to the eye

theory, and good performance with respect to a short moving distance can be expected.

Before defining the routing process, we first need to translate the geographical location address

to a special quaternary address that better reflects the sub-region address in the hierarchy: When the

area is divided into four quadrants, each quadrant gets one address. The bottom left one is “0”, and

the others get “1”, “ 3”, “ 2” in the clockwise direction. This process repeats in each quadrant until unit

grid is reached. Thus, each unit grid has an address of lengthk.

Address transfer rule. Given a coordinate of a grid(x, y), makex into a binary numberxkxk−1 . . . x1,

y into ykyk−1 . . . y1, andxiyi into an quaternaryqi, for i = 1, . . . , k. Thenqkqk−1 . . . q2q1 is the special
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quaternary address for the grid.

Figure 3 (b) is the corresponding quaternary address for the grids in Figure 3 (a). The submesh

that corresponds to quadrant 2 is shown in bold square in Figure 3 (b).

Eye position rule. Given a unit grid with the quaternary addressq, q = qkqk−1 . . . q2q1, (1) it is an

eye of level1; (2) if it is the eye of leveli andqi+1 + qi = 3, then it is also an eye of leveli + 1.

Based on the eye position rule, we can easily decide whether a grid is the eye of leveli using the

special quaternary address. Figure 2 (a) is a24×24 mesh. Thus according to the address transfer rule,

the special quaternary address for gridA is 3030. When the eye position rule is applied toA, since

3 + 0 = 0 + 3 = 3, it is the eye of levels 1, 2, 3, and 4. Similarly, gridE (3212) is the eye of levels 1,

2, and 3, since1 + 2 = 2 + 1 = 3, but not of level 4 since3 + 2 6= 3.

3.3 Movement scheduling of ferry and message

As opposed to the traditional connection-based routing, which schedules the “next hop” for each

message, and the mobility-assisted (controlled) approach, which focuses on the trajectory design of

ferries, our approach needs to design paths for both messages and ferries. This is because ferries of

different levels follow their trajectories, while messages should be relayed several times by the ferries

before reaching the destination. Like passengers in a transportation system, messages have to make a

sequence of decisions before arriving at the final destination. They need to select each intermediate

stop (keeper) and the vehicle (ferry) that will take them to these stops.

Each ferry of leveli circles an eye-square of leveli in the clockwise direction. If we extract the

ith digit of the address of the four eyes at leveli, the ferry follows the loop0 → 1 → 3 → 2 → 0.

The ferry in a particular loop may leave its eye-square loop in the sparse mode as will be discussed

later. Each relay in a routing process is determined via anaddress matching process. To simplify

the description, we view the hierarchical trajectory as a quaternary tree shown in Figure 3 (c), where

the root ofTi is connected to roots of four subtrees. However, this root is just a place holder for one

of four roots of the subtrees. Therefore, a grid may appear once at each level from level 1 to leveli

according to the eye position rule.

The routing process starts with finding aleast common ancestor(LCA) of source and destination.

In the first phase, the source sends the message to LCA by “moving up” the quaternary tree. In our
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address matching process, suppose the highest unmatched digit between source and destination is

p, LCA corresponds to an eye of levelp with the same prefix of source address. Once the highest

unmatched digit is resolved through multiple levels of moving up, the second phase corresponds to a

sequence of “moving down” the quaternary tree, with each level resolving one digit from left to right

without altering the matched prefix. Moving up or down between adjacent levels can be done either

by a ferry circulating among the four eye grids or with no action needed when two place holders

correspond to the same grid.

In Figure 4 (a), suppose the sourceS is 0001 (meaningS in quarter 1 at level 1 and in quarter 0 at

all other levels), and destinationD is 3222. When performing the matching, the first unmatched digit

is 4, thus the next hop of this message should be the eye of level 4 with the address beginning with

3. Thus, according to the eye position rule, the next hop address is 3030 (LCA ofS andD), position

A. To reachA at level 4, the message may be relayed several times by carriers of different levels,

from level 1 up to level 4. When the message reachesA via track transfers atG (0003),F (0030),

andE (0303), it repeats the above matching process in a quarter region by resolving the remaining

unmatched digits. The first unmatched digit of 3030 and 3222 is 3, thus, its next hop is the eye of

level 3 with 32 as address prefix. It is nodeB (3212). The next hop then isC (3221), and the final

hop isD (3222). Note that selecting an appropriate branch of the four subtrees comes naturally, since

the ferry will visit the root of the each subtree in sequence.

The routing process is implemented in a localized way by comparing the current (curr) and desti-

nation (dest) addresses to determine the “next hop” – a level transfer at a rendezvous point (i.e. eye).
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Since a grid may appear in multiple levels, moving up and down the quaternary tree can be accelerated

by skipping levels. We assume thath is the highest eye level ofcurr using the eye position rule. We

denote the first unmatched digit ofcurr anddest asp, and the next hop of the message is at level:

min(h, p). We can view the skipping level mechanism at a grid as an “express lift” that moves up and

down the quaternary tree without forwarding cost or delay.

For example, in Figure 2 (a), we assume the source isS (3003) and destination isC (0303). When

we first compareS with C, the first unmatched digit is 4. However, since the highest eye level ofS is

2, the next relay of this message at level 2 (instead of level 1). Thus, the message will be picked up

by a ferry that circles level 2 and later dropped to gridA (3030). Then, the first unmatched digit ofA

andC is still 4, and sinceA has the highest eye level of4, the message will be picked up by a ferry

circling level 4, skipping the journey of circling level 3. In this example, LCA is C with no moving

down phase. If we exchange the role ofS andD, LCA is still C with no moving up phase. Again,

level 3 is skipped in the moving down phase.

3.4 Dynamic role change of node

Each node is in one of the three states: ferry, keeper, and ordinary node, as shown in Figure 5. Ferries

are moving; keepers and ordinary nodes are stationary. A keeper is elected in every non-empty grid.

Ordinary nodes generate messages and pass them to local keepers. When a keeper has a message to a

remote grid, it solicits an ordinary node as a ferry to carry the message. After the message arrives at

the next eye grid, it continues its journey with a new ferry solicited by the next keeper. This process

repeats until a ferry arrives at the destination. For simplicity, we first consider the dense mode: Each

intermediate eye of a route is non-empty, such that a keeper is available to receive the message. In
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addition, whenever a keeper needs to solicit a ferry, there is always an ordinary node in the same grid.

To control the number of ferries, a keeper does not solicit a ferry immediately after receiving a

message. Instead, it starts a timer ofti and expects a leveli ferry to pass by during this period. A

new ferry is solicited only after the backoff timer expires. The timer is set to the time that it takes for

a ferry to travel one side of a leveli eye-square, i.e.,ti = ai/v. This prevents the number of ferries

from exceeding four per eye-square. Since a keeper may be responsible for several levels, it may use

up tok timers, one for each level. As ferries are dynamically solicited, they are dismissed when there

is no message to carry. In this case, a ferry returns to its original grid and becomes an ordinary node.

For this purpose, each node keeps a variablehome which records its last position when it is solicited.

Figure 4 (b) shows an example of SCFR in the dense mode. NodeS1 is sending a messagem1

to D1 andS2 is sendingm2 to D2. Messagem1 is carried to the top level eyeB by ferries 1 and

2. Meanwhile, messagem2 arrives at another top level eyeG, which solicits ferry 4 to carry this

message. Ferry 4 arrives atB before timer expiration and carries bothm1 andm2. Messagem1 is

dropped at the next eyeC, where it is picked up by ferry 5 and delivered toD1. Messagem2 travels

alone; it passes eyesE andF before it reachesD2. A total of seven ferries are involved in the routing

process. If there are no more messages to deliver, all these ferries will return to their home grids

(represented by dashed arrows) and switch to ordinary nodes.

3.5 Adaptive node redistribution

In the sparse mode, some intermediate keepers may fail to solicit ferries, and some intermediate eyes

are empty and thus have no keepers. As a solution, we propose a ferry and keeper redistribution

scheme, which solicits ferries and keepers from dense and low traffic regions and redistributes them

to regions with high data traffic. Whenever a ferryF enters a grid without a keeper, it stays and acts

as a new keeperK that has received all the messages fromF . When a keeperK has an expired timer

but cannot find an ordinary node in its grid, it solicits itself. That is, it acts as a new ferryF ′ to carry

all messages inK. Imagine an extreme case with only two nodes in the network. The source node

will travel all the way to deliver the data to the destination. Its status will alternate between keeper

and ferry at each intermediate node.

Ferries in SCFR are stateless. They “lose memory” after being converted to a keeper. When

the converted keeper becomes a ferry again, itshome grid is set to its current position instead of its

13



Algorithm 1 : Ferry (i, curr, home) of SCFR

1. Updates itsdir, moves to the next rendezvous point of leveli, picks up messages if any.

2. When has messages to drop at the rendezvous point of leveli based on the address matching process, if
there is a keeper, drops the messages to the keeper; otherwise, becomes the keeper ofcurr, and stops.

3. Whencurr = home and has no messages to send, stops and becomes an ordinary node, or a keeper if
there is no keeper; otherwise, repeats step 1.

original grid. This mechanism allows ferries to migrate to regions with needs and optimizes the node

distribution over time. When there are multiple messages waiting, a keeper may have several ticking

timersti for different leveli, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In the dense mode, the keeper solicits a leveli ferry when a

ti timer expires. However, when there is no ordinary node to solicit, a special rule is used.

Self-solicitation rule. A keeper only solicits itself as a ferry that belongs to the lowest level of all

levels with active timers.

The above rule enforces a closest-destination-first policy. When one of the timers at a keeper

expires, the keeper checks whether this timer belongs to the lowest level among all the active timers.

If not, the keeper does not solicit itself until the lowest timer expires. We can view the storage space of

a keeper for messages as a min-heap, with the level of each message as the sorting key. Every newly

arrived message is inserted into the heap. The keeper solicits itself as a ferry only when the timer of

the top message in the heap expires. When messages are ordered by distances to their destinations

and delivered in this order, the total delay is minimized. The detailed ferry and keeper behaviors are

described in Algorithms 1 and 2.

Figure 4 (c) demonstrates the node redistribution process in SCFR. NodeS is sending three mes-

sages:m1 andm4 to D2, m3 to D1, andm2 to D3. Nodes are densely deployed in eyeB, but the other

eye grids (C andE) are empty. Assume messagesm1, m2, m3, m4 were generated in order andm3

was generated just before the timer ofm1 expires. According to the self-solicitation rule, the keeper

in grid B waits until the timer ofm3 expires, which is of the lowest level, then it solicits ferry 1 to

carry messagesm1, m2, andm3 to D1 and dropsm3. Then ferry 1 returns toS and after a waiting

time with role changes, it takes off toC. As the next eye gridC is empty, ferry 1 becomes its keeper

and waits for a level 2 ferry (form1) and a level 3 ferry (form2). After the level 2 timer expires, it

14



Algorithm 2 : Keeper (curr) of SCFR

1. For each new message, finds the next hop at leveli for it, based on the address matching process. If there
is no timer for leveli, setsti.

2. When catches a bypassing ferry of leveli, loads messages of leveli to it if any, and cancels the timerti.

3. When a timerti expires,

(a) if there are ordinary nodes in this grid, designates an ordinary node to be the ferry of leveli, loads
the messages fori to it, sets itshome to curr, and cancelsti;

(b) if there is no ordinary node in this grid, andi is the lowest level among all active timers, it becomes
the ferry of leveli with thehome set tocurr;

solicits itself and deliversm1 to D2. Then it travels toD3, alternating its role between keeper and

ferry. Finally, it stops at eyeE and becomes a keeper. Messagem4 that is available at a later time is

delivered by ferry 2, also solicited from gridB to D via C. After delivery, ferry 2 becomes a keeper

of eye gridC. After the node redistribution, faster delivery is expected to destinationsD2 andD3

sinceC has its own keeper.

A larger example of adaptive node redistribution can be found in Figure 6. Initially, most nodes

are deployed at the bottom left corner, which occupies about10% of the deployment region. After

100 messages, these nodes tend to be evenly distributed to the entire region.

4 Properties

In this section, we analyze several performance metrics of SCFR. Since MF [7] also uses controlled

ferries to help deliver messages, which is the closest method to our method, we use it as a counterpart

for comparison in the analysis and also the simulation. The metrics we examine are as follows: (1)

Average/worst case message moving distance (total traveling distance from source to destination) and

average/worst case distance stretch ratio. (2) Average/worst case delay (total time consumption from

source to destination) and average/worst case delay stretch ratio. (3) Average/worst case number of

relays. (4) The number of ferries in the system.

We assume a non-uniform keeper timerti = ai/v, and later extend the case to uniformti = 1/v.
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Figure 6: A sample node redistribution of SCFR.

Lemma 1 The message moving distance between two nodes, whose smallest common level isi, is

di ∈ [1
3
(2i − 1), 3(2i − 1)].

Proof: In the best case, the source and destination are two neighboring eyes of leveli, and the moving

distance is

dMin
i = ai ≥ 1

3
(2i − 1)

whereai is the side length of a leveli eye-square, as defined earlier. In the worst case, the source and

destination are in different submeshes of the leveli division, as shown in Figure 4 (a), and in each

eye-square the data moves three fourths of the perimeter. The total moving distance is

dMax
i = 2

i−1∑
j=1

(3aj) + (3ai) = 3(2i − 1)

2

Theorem 1 SCFR has worst case message moving distance ofO(m), and average ofΩ(m).

Proof: The worst case distance is a special case of Lemma 1, i.e.,

dMax = dMax
k = 3(2k − 1) = 3(m− 1)
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Figure 7: (a) Worst case and average stretch ratios (l = 3), (b) Expected length of a Hamilton circuit

in each cell.

To calculate the average case distance, we assume a uniform distribution of the source and des-

tination nodes. The probability of a smallest common leveli is (1
4
)k−i × 3

4
. Therefore, the average

moving distance is:

dAvg =
k∑

i=1

(
1

4
)i(

3

4
)di

From Lemma 1, we havedAvg ∈ [2
7
m, 18

7
m]. 2

Consider two nodes with distanced and the corresponding message moving distanced′. We define

the distance stretch ratio asγ = d′/d. For simplicity, we measured asmax(dx, dy), wheredx anddy

are thex andy offsets in the number of grids, respectively.

Theorem 2 SCFR has worst case distance stretch ratioO(m/d), and average ofO(log(m/d)).

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume the source is on the top and left side of the destination.

The worst case happens when the two nodes have the smallest common level ofk (the source lies in

the centrald× d white square in Figure 7 (a)). The corresponding stretch ratio is

γMax ≤ dMax/d = 3(m− 1)/d

Then we show the average stretch ratio is logarithmic. Letl = blog(m/d)c, we divide them ×
m area into4l squares with side length2dlog de, as shown in Figure 7. These squares have types

17



0, 1, . . . , l − 1. When the source is in a typei square, the smallest common level of the two nodes is

at mostk − i, and the corresponding stretch ratio is at most

γMax
i ≤ dMax

i /d < 3(2k−i)/d = 3(m/d)2−i < 3(2l−i+1)

The probability that the source is in a typei square is less than2(2i)(2l)/4l = 2i+1−l. The expected

stretch ratio is

E[γ] <
∑l−1

i=0 γMax
i × 2i+1−l =

∑l−1
i=0 3(2l+1−i)(21−l) = 3(22)l < 12 log(m/d)

2

Theorem 3 SCFR has worst case delay ofO(m), and average ofO(m).

Proof: In SCFR, the latency is the sum of the time for moving and the time for waiting. The first part

is proportional to the moving distance, which isO(m) in both worst and average cases (Theorem 1).

The total waiting time is

WMax = tk + tk−1 + . . . + t1 + t2 + . . . + tk = dMax/3
4

= O(m)

The average waiting timeE[W ] is also bounded byO(m). The overall delay isO(m) in both

worst and average cases. 2

Similar to the distance stretch ratio, we define the delay stretch ratio as the ratio between the

actual delay to the minimal delay using a single ferry via a shortest trajectory. The following result

can be proved in a similar way: SCFR has the worst case delay stretch ratioO(m/d), and average of

O(log(m/d)).

Theorem 4 SCFR has worst case forwarding numberO(log m), and average ofO(log m).

Proof: In SCFR, there arek levels of ferry loops, and when messages are transferred between two

levels, it is forwarded twice. One is from the ferry of leveli to the keeper and the other is from

the keeper to ferry of leveli − 1 or i + 1. In the worst case, when the source and destination are

in different submeshes of the first level division, messages will be relayed2(2k − 1) times, and

18



FMax = 2(2k − 1) = O(log m). In the average case, we use the same method as the proof of

Theorem 1.

E[F ] =
∑k

i=1(
1
4
)k−i(3

4
)2(2i− 1) = O(k) = O(log m)

2

Theorem 5 SCFR has at mostO(m2) ferries.

Proof: In SCFR, there are at most 4 ferries in each eye-square. The number of eye-squares at leveli

is 4k−i. The maximal number of ferries is

k∑
i=1

4(4)k−i = 4(4k/3) =
4

3
(2k)2 = O(m2)

2

Among the four schemes of MF in [7], we focus on the node relaying algorithm (NRA), which

divides the deployment area intoc1 × c2 cells (we makec1 = c2 = c here for fair comparison, where

c is a constant). A ferry is assigned to each cell, and inter-cell transfer is conducted via a node which

belongs to both cells to relay data. Here, this node can be viewed as the transfer station, and no

synchronization is needed. Within each cell, the ferry travels along a loop which passes through every

node and has the smallest perimeter (the Hamiltonian circuit). The solution for the traveling salesman

problem can be used for it.

Theorem 6 MF has worst case message moving distance ofO(m
√

n), and average ofO(m
√

n).

Proof: We first consider the average moving distance within each cell. As shown in Figure 7 (b), a

square cell of sidem/c can be divided inton/c2 grids of sided = m/
√

n. Consider the gray square

of sized/2 in the upper left corner of each grid. LetXi be the indicator variable for a non-empty gray

square.

Pr(Xi = 1) = 1− (1− 1

4n
)n >

1

8

Let X denote the number of non-empty gray squares in a cell, we have

E[X] =

n/c2∑
i=1

Xi =
n

8c2
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From each non-empty square, select a nodexj (the black node) such that their sequence in the

Hamiltonian circuit isv1, v2, . . . , vX . The length of each Hamiltonian circuit segment fromvi to vi+1

(1 ≤ i < X) and that fromvX to vi is at leastd/2. Then the expected length of the ferry trajectory in

each cell,Pc, is

E[Pc] ≤ E[X]× d

2
=

m
√

n

16c2

In both the worst and average cases, data travelsO(c) cells and anO(m
√

n/c2) distance in each cell.

The corresponding total distance isO(m
√

n/c). 2

Since there is no waiting time in MF, the average (or worst) case delay is stillO(m
√

n). The

number of relays isO(1), and the number of ferries isO(1).

5 Extensions

In this subsection, some extensions of the proposed SCFR are provided, which aim at balancing the

workload to further improve the system performance.

5.1 SCFR with uniform backoff time

In SCFR, the timer is set to the time that the ferry of that level travels one side of its eye-square loop,

which is different in each level. Therefore, the maximum number of ferries at any time in a loop is4,

which is consistent for loops at each level. Generally, as the traffic backbone, the higher level loops

have more traffic than the lower ones. Instead of different timers for different levels, keepers can set

the same timer for all messages. Thus higher levels may contain more ferries to balance load of ferries

across the levels.

We can set the timer to betk, the time the ferry travels one side of the smallest loop, which is1/v.

Also, the side length of an eye-square at different levels,ai, is known. Therefore, the delay in SCFR

is shorter. The number of ferries in the system is larger when there is heavy traffic. The maximum

number of ferries is thus
∑k

i=1 22(k−i+1) × ai = O(m2).
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5.2 Extensions to ferries with memory capacity limit

So far, we assume that each node can carry as many messages as needed. Obviously, a fixed amount

of ferries in each eye-square (loop) will result in different loads for ferries at different levels. The

ferries at higher levels will carry greater loads than those at lower levels.

Again, assume the traffic is random but uniformly distributed. The amount of traffic that goes

through a particular loop can be calculated by counting the different numbers of source and destination

pairs that would go through the loop. Consider the main loop at leveli in a 2i × 2i submesh and let

d(i) = 2i and againm = 2k. We have the following result.

Theorem 7 The number of routing pairs (source and destination) that would go through a leveli

loop is

ρ(i) = 2d2(i)(m2 − 5

8
d2(i))

Proof: Consider the following two cases: (1) The loop will be used when a pair is selected with one

node in thed(i) × d(i) submesh and one outside the submesh. Therefore, the number of pairs is

2(m2 − d2(i))d2(i). (2) The loop will be used when both nodes are from the same submesh. In this

case, the submesh is partitioned into fourd(i)/2× d(i)/2 submeshes and these two nodes come from

two differentd(i)/2× d(i)/2 submeshes. The number of pairs in this case is4(d2(i)− (d(i)
2

)2)(d(i)
2

)2.

The result is the sum of these two cases. 2

When the traffic at a loop is defined as the number of routing pairs that go through it, letγ(i) =

ρ(i)/ρ(i − 1) be the ratio of the traffic of a loop at leveli to the traffic of a loop at leveli − 1.

We can easily get:γ(i) < 4. In fact, γ(i) is a monotonically increasing sequence.γ(k) = 1.78,

γ(k − 1) = 3.51, γ(k − 2) = 3.88, andγ(k − 3) = 3.98. Therefore,γ quickly converges to 4.

Basically, under the requirement that each ferry takes the same average load,γ(i) defines the

relative number of ferries between two loops at adjacent levels. Since the size of each loop is different,

we need to respect the following equation when converting to the timerγ(i) at each rendezvous point:
ti

ti−1
= ai−1

ai
× γ(i) A simple analysis shows that whenk is relatively large andi is relatively small,

ai−1/ai is close to 1/2, the ratio ofti/ti−1 is between 1 and 2.
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5.3 SCFR as an extended MF

In the dense mode, the SCFR can also be designed to work in a proactive mode. In proactive store-

carry-forward routing (P-SCFR), there is a ferry circling each eye-square, whether there is a message

or not. One of the keepers on the eye-square is responsible for designating the ferry.

After the setup procedure of the system, the ferries should be generated. The algorithms for the

ferry and keeper in P-SCFR are quite simple. The ferry just circles its loop, collecting and delivering

messages. It does not have ahome. For a keeper, it finds the next hop for each message, and waits

for the corresponding ferry to send them. We can also employ two ferries in every eye-square with

each circling in a different direction to reduce the message moving distance and delay. However, the

number of ferries gets doubled. This proactive SCFR can be viewed as an extension for the work in

MF. The difference is that a hierarchial structure is used here to reduce the average delay.

6 Simulation

In this section, we present the results of our simulation of the proposed movement-assisted routing

algorithm, SCFR, in comparison with message ferrying (MF) [5, 7], and epidemic routing (ER) [6].

Traditional connection-based routing (CB) is also used as a benchmark in the simulation.

6.1 Simulation environment

All approaches are simulated on a custom simulator. We set up the simulation in a128× 128 square

area, which is the target field. Nodes can be deployed in this area following certain distributions.

We use uniform random distributions in the simulation except in one case, where we use a normal

distribution where90% nodes are in25% region of the area, to examine the performance of SCFR in

balancing node distribution. The parameters in our simulation are the following: (1) The number of

deployed nodesn. We vary it from 20 to 1000 to test the scalability of the system. (2) Level numberk.

We use 4 as the value ofk in SCFR in most of the simulation. The side length of unit grid is 8. Then

we analyze the performance change when the level number is 3 or 5, with the side length of unit grid

being 16 and 4. (3) The round numberr. We use it as the unit time. In each round, a ferry moves a

unit distance, thus, the velocity is 8. (4) Data generating probabilityp. In each round, each static node
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Figure 8: Ferry numbers in SCFR with differentp andn.

generates a message with the probabilityp. This parameter controls the message ratio in the system.

(5) Different timer schemes. We use the nonuniform timer scheme for most of the simulation. We

then compare it with the uniform timer scheme (U-SCFR) to examine the effect.

The performance metrics are (a) average message moving distance, (b) average message delay in

terms of round, which is the sum of traveling time and waiting time, (c) average number of relays

for each message (or hop counts), which is related to network capacity, and (d) balance degree of

final node distribution. The last one is the side effect of the proposed algorithm, which tends to

evenly distribute nodes. This in turn accelerates the message delivery procedure, hence improves the

other metrics. The balance degree of node distribution is measured by thestandard deviationof node

numbers in all unit grids, which is the summation of the square of the difference between the load of

each grid and the global average load, divided by the total number of grids, and thenumber of empty

unit girds.

When we implement the approach in MF and ER, we modify the algorithms for fair comparison.

Since in our approach we assume nodes in the same unit grid can communicate directly, we also apply

the unit grid method to MF and ER. In MF, all the clusterheads in the unit grids are selected to form

a ferry travelling circle. The source and destination are static nodes in SCFR and MF, thus in ER,

we assume that each unit grid has a static node to generate and accept messages, and other mobile

nodes pick up and drop messages when they meet with them. Since the transmission range only needs

to guarantee the direct communication of nodes within a unit grid, which is quite small, only when

the node number is large (n > 100), the network is connected and CB can be applied. Thus we use
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Figure 9: Comparisons of SCFR, MF, ER, and CB in the dense mode (a), (b), (c), and the sparse mode

(d), (e), (f).

node number from 20 to 100 as the sparse mode, and from 200 to 1000 as the dense mode. In the

simulation, we use the hop count of the shortest path between two nodes as their number of relays in

CB. Except when the round number is a tunable parameter, all the simulations conduct 10,000 rounds

and results are gathered within this period. For each tunable parameter, the simulation is repeated 100

times or until the confidence interval is sufficiently small (±1%, for the confidence level of90%).

6.2 Simulation results

Figure 8 shows the variation of the number of ferries in the SCFR system. Since SCFR is adaptive,

the number of ferries increases with the traffic rate in the system which is represented by the message

generation probability, and also the number of total deployed nodes. The number of ferries increases

with the amount of traffic, and also the number of nodes. (a) is in the dense mode and (b) is in

the sparse mode. We can see that with the growth of the number of nodes, the percentage of ferries
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decreases. The maximum percentage is around50%. In the following simulation, we use a fixed value

of 0.4 for p unless otherwise specified. MF and ER, which have a fixed number of mobile nodes, are

not adaptive. For fair comparisons, we set the number of ferries in MF and the total number of mobile

nodes in ER to50% of the deployed nodes in the sparse mode and25% in the dense mode, which are

the average numbers of ferries in SCFR withp being 0.4.

Figure 9 shows the performance comparison of SCFR, MF, ER, and CB in the dense mode, (a),

(b), (c), and SCFR, MF, ER in the sparse mode, (d), (e), (f). (a) and (d) are the comparison in the

number of relays. Although CB is superior in terms of latency and energy consumption, it has a

large number of relays. Thus we include the performance of CB in the dense mode as a comparison

baseline. We can see that MF has a small fixed value of 2, which leads to high network capacity. ER

also has a small value less than 2, which hardly changes with a different numbers of nodes. This is

because in ER although the message may be relayed many times to spread to the entire network, the

copy with fewer relays tends to reach the destination with high probability, since it exists for a longer

time, hence visits more area. CB has large number of relays, especially when the network is relatively

sparse. The number of relays in SCFR is determined by the number of levelsk, the number of nodes

in the system, and also the distribution of these nodes. When the network is sufficiently dense, it is a

fixed value. When the network is sparse or the distribution is uneven, the number of relays decreases.

This is because, in those cases, the ferry continues its role as a ferry but enters other trajectories when

it finds no keeper to drop the message, and the supposed relay at the grid no longer exists.

(b) and (e) are the comparison in message delay. SCFR has the smallest value, and it changes

slightly with the number of nodes especially in the dense mode. The message delay of MF increases

with the number of nodes. When the number of nodes is sufficiently small, MF has smaller delay than

SCFR. This is because with few nodes, the ferry delivery trajectory in MF is short, while in SCFR,

the ferry has to make many detours to deliver the message with waiting time at each role change. The

message delay in ER decreases with the growth of the number of nodes. This is because more mobile

nodes carrying more copies help with faster delivery. ER has better performance than MF in the dense

mode, but worse in sparse mode.

(c) and (f) are message moving distance comparisons. These figures are similar to (b) and (e).

This is because delay is the sum of waiting time and traveling time, which can be represented by

moving distance. In ER and MF, each message only has an initial wait to be picked up. Thus the

moving distance is slightly smaller than the message delay (we take the length of unit grid as length
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Figure 10: Distribution variation with time (round number).

unit). In MF, an increase of the number of ferries may reduce the message delay, but its lower bound

will be the traveling time. SCFR has the smallest moving distance, and in the dense mode, since the

trajectory is fixed, the average moving distance is also fixed. In the sparse mode, it increases with the

decrease of the number of nodes. The overall performance of SCFR is better than MF and ER, with

less message delay and moving distance, and a larger, but still under control, (logarithmic) number

of relays. MF has the second performance in practical, since the simulated ER algorithm assumes to

have infinite buffer. The large number of copies of the message in ER, even with the TTL control,

makes it impractical while in both SCFR and MF, one copy for each message is kept.

Figure 10 (a) and (b) show the effect of the redistribution of SCFR when the initial node placement

follows a normal distribution. (a) is the normal deviation of the number of nodes in every grid, and

(b) is the number of empty grids. With more rounds, the distribution tends to become more even. The

number of empty grids decreases relatively fast, while the reduction of the normal deviation is not

significant. This is because, although grids with more nodes generate ferries to fill the sparse region,

the ferries terminates at eye positions, which leads to another kind of clustering. However, this kind

of distribution benefits the data delivery system, since eye positions are the traffic backbone.

Figure 11 (a) and (b) show the performance comparison of SCFR (with nonuniform timer) with

U-SCFR. (a) is the average number of ferries in the network. U-SCFR has more ferries, especially

when the number of deployed nodes is large. This is because in U-SCFR, the timers are smaller than

those of SCFR, except timers of level 1. Thus, more ferries tend to be employed. (b) shows the

comparison of the average message delay. U-SCFR has smaller message delay than SCFR due to the
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Figure 11: Comparison of SCFR with different timer schemes.

smaller average waiting time. The delay decreases with the growth of the number of deployed nodes,

because more ferries are available.

Figure 12 (a), (b), and (c) show the performance comparison of SCFR with different parameter

k (3, 4 or 5). (a) is the comparison of the average number of ferries in the network under different

message rate. We can see that more levels leads to more ferries in the system, especially when the

deployed nodes are plenty and the traffic rate is high. (b) shows the number of relays. More levels

produce a larger number of relays. (c) is the comparison of average message delay. Whenk is 5, the

delay is the largest. This is because more levels means the message delivery trajectory is longer, and

the chances of waiting higher. However, whenk is small, the transmission range needs to be larger to

make the direct communication available. Whenk is larger, the unit grid is smaller, thus the balance

effect of SCFR is more significant.

Simulation results can be summarized as follows: (1) SCFR is adaptive. When the message gen-

erating ratio is high, more ferries are generated to balance the workload of ferries. (2) SCFR achieves

better performance in message moving distance and message delay than MF and ER, especially in

the dense network. (3) SCFR has lower network capacity than MF and ER, but higher than CB in the

dense mode, and its number of relays has a logarithmic upper bound. Based on (2) and (3), SCFR

achieves a balanced capacity/delay tradeoff among the three metrics. (4) When the initial node dis-

tribution is uneven, after a certain number of rounds, a more balanced distribution can be achieved

in SCFR, the system enters a stable status, and other performances are improved. (5) In SCFR, uni-

form timer helps to reduce the message delay, but causes more ferries in the system. (6) In SCFR,
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Figure 12: Comparison of SCFR with differentk.

more levels achieve more balanced node distribution and need smaller wireless transmission range,

but cause more ferries and larger message delay and number of relays.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a logarithmic store-carry-forward routing protocol (SCFR) in MANETs,

which exploits node mobility to assist message delivery especially in likely-unconnected networks.

SCFR uses a hierarchical structure of mobile nodes, called ferries, which effectively accelerates mes-

sage delivery while supporting ferry sharing. SCFR is adaptive to the traffic rate in the network. From

theoretical analysis and performance simulation, SCFR has been proven to have good performance in

message moving distance and delay. Meanwhile, SCFR balances the distribution of nodes, which in

turn improves the performance of the system.

In future work, we will consider combining the proposed approach to the existing mobility-

assisted node redeployment methods [?, ?]. This is motivated by the fact that in the sparse network,

the region with no nodes can only be filled if there is traffic going into it. In addition, a certain de-

gree of balance of in- and out-traffic is needed. Another future direction is to combine the traditional

connection-based routing with mobility-assisted routing in MANETs. We will also consider the net-

work model, where traffic originates from each grid instead of each node, as in some sensor network

applications.
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